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Purpose: Skull base metastasis (SBM) from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) presents detrimental survival outcomes with cranial
nerve symptoms; however, they have received little attention. This study aimed to investigate the clinical presentation and efficacy of
radiation therapy (RT) in patients with SBM from HCC.
Patients and Methods:We identified patients with SBM from HCC in Yonsei Cancer Center from 2005 to 2019. Image evaluations
and SBM-related symptoms were reviewed. Overall survival was calculated using the Kaplan–Meier method and compared through
the Log rank test. The oligometastasis group included patients with less than five foci of tumors, while the extensive metastasis group
presented five or more sites.
Results: The incidence of SBM from HCC was 1.5% (58/3793 patients), commonly found in the middle cranial fossa. SBM
associated symptoms presented in 51 patients, and the most common were head and neck area pain, and orbital symptoms, The
palliation rate after RT was 65% (24/39 patients) for overall symptoms and 83.3% (20/24 patients) for cranial nerve symptoms. In
whole cohort, overall survival was analyzed, and the median overall survival of patients with oligometastasis was better than extensive
metastasis (23.7 months vs 1.8 months, p < 0.001). In subgroup who received RT (39 patients), the median overall survival was 23.7
and 2.7 months for patients with oligo and extensive metastasis, respectively (p < 0.001).
Conclusion: This study confirmed clinical features of SBM from HCC. Overall survival was generally poor, but patients presenting
oligometastasis seemed to have possibility of relative long-term survival. Although radiation was effective in SBM-induced symptom
relief, dose–response relationship in local control rate and overall survival needs further studies with larger number of patients.
Keywords: hepatocellular carcinoma, skull base metastasis, oligometastasis, radiotherapy

Introduction
Recent advances in treatment and diagnostic methods have made a substantial improvement in the survival outcomes of
patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), consequently increasing the incidence of metastatic HCC.1,2 Systemic
treatment is still the standard of care in patients with extrahepatic metastasis regardless of tumor burden.3,4 However,
there are evidences that local treatment is beneficial for symptom palliation and survival outcome, especially among
those with oligometastasis.5–8

Skull base metastasis (SBM) is one of the challenging situations as it often involves cranial nerves.9 It frequently
presents detrimental symptoms such as pain, facial sensory changes, visual impairments, or dysphagia/dysarthria.
Radiation therapy (RT) is an effective treatment often used for palliating these symptoms caused by SBM in other
primary malignancies.10–12 However, the RT for SBM in HCC has received little attention due to its extremely low
incidence (0.4–1.6%) and poor treatment outcome.13–15 As SBM from HCC is frequently associated with other osseous
or multi-organ metastasis, it has been managed as a terminal disease.16,17 Furthermore, clinical presentations of SBM
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including the incidence, development time, and location of metastasis are also rare. Therefore, there is no proper
management guideline for SBM in HCC.

In this study, we retrospectively analyzed a cohort of HCC patients with SBM to understand the clinical features of
the disease and the efficacy of RT for SBM in oncologic outcomes.

Patients and Methods
Study Population
From 2005 to 2019, patients with SBM from HCC were identified in Yonsei Cancer Center database. If judged as an
evident metastasis based on the patient’s medical history and findings of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), biopsy was
not mandatory. Patients who had a primary cancer other than HCC were excluded, unless SBM was pathologically
confirmed as a metastasis from HCC. Oligometastatic disease was defined when there were less than five foci of viable
metastatic tumors at the time of diagnosis of SBM. Viability of the primary tumor and development time of SBM were
not considered in defining the oligometastasis. When there was a history of diagnosis and treatment for extrahepatic
metastasis other than SBM, radiologic examinations were used to judge whether the lesion is viable or not. When there
was no radiologic evidence of progression of the lesion, it was not counted.

Radiation Therapy for SBM
The application of RT for SBM was decided by a multidisciplinary discussion that considers the patient’s general
condition and disease status. Fractionated conventional RT, hypofractionated RT, or stereotactic radiosurgery were
performed by radiation oncologists, and gamma knife surgery was done by neurosurgeons.

Thermoplastic head-neck-shoulder devices were applied individually for accurate delivery of radiation. A daily
patient alignment using kilo-voltage or megavoltage computed tomography was performed for hypofractionated RT or
stereotactic radiosurgery cases. A skull tracking system was used for real-time alignment when SBM was treated with
CyberKnife. For gamma knife surgery, stereotactic frame was applied. High-resolution contrast enhanced MRI and
computed tomography (CT) images were acquired and MRI-CT image match was performed to reduce image
distortion.

Target delineation of SBM for RT was conducted through fusioning simulation CT and diagnostic MRI for exact
localization. Additional margins of 0–3 mm were applied to compensate for the set-up error. Dose regimens of RT were
decided considering the metastatic burden and location and size of the SBMs. Fractionated RT regimens were preferred when
critical normal organs including the brain stem and cranial nerves were located near the site of SBM. Hypofractionated RT
with higher total radiation dose was prioritized in oligometastatic patients. Radiation dose was prescribed to the 50–90%
isodose line in stereotactic radiosurgery and gamma knife surgery, which encompass the entire target volume.

Radiation dose to SBM was converted to biologically effective dose (BED) to compensate the difference of total and
per fraction radiation dose. A BED is a measure of the true biological dose delivered by a combination of the dose per
fraction and total dose to a particular tissue characterized by a specific α/β ratio. An α/β ratio of 10 was used for tumor
control in this study.

Follow-Up Image Evaluation, Symptom Evaluation, and Toxicity
Brain MRI or CT scan was performed 1 month after RT and SBM lesions were evaluated with Response Evaluation
Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) (1.1). Thereafter, patients were suggested to undergo an MRI done once every 3
months for the first year of follow-up.

Status of primary liver tumor was evaluated with eighth edition of American Joint Committee on Cancer staging
system through abdominal CT or liver MR images. Image evaluations of were performed every 2–3 months and the status
of liver tumor was also evaluated with RECIST criteria.

All patients were thoroughly investigated by neurologists to check for undetected cranial nerve–related symptoms
when SBM was initially diagnosed. Patient-reported pain scoring was conducted when patients could cooperate.
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Palliation of each symptom after RT was assessed based on the outpatient medical records of radiation oncologists or
neurosurgeons.

RT-related toxicity at the time of follow-up was graded according to the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events (version 5.0).18

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted using the IBM SPSS, version 25.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY) and R (version 3.6.1;
R Development Core Team 2009, Vienna, Austria). Overall survival was defined as the interval from the date of
diagnosis of SBM to the date of death or the last visit. We used the Cox regression analysis to select the variables to
be used for survival analyses. The cumulative survival probability was calculated by using the Kaplan–Meier method,
and survival curves were compared using the Log rank test. Overall survival analysis is also conducted in patients who
received RTwith the same statistical methods as subgroup analysis. The differences in patient characteristics according to
metastatic burden and radiation dose were compared using the chi-square tests. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
method was used to compare the patient characteristics across the three or more groups in case the characteristics are
numerical variables. Statistical significance was set as P-values <0.05.

Results
Patient Characteristics
The number of patients who were diagnosed with SBM from HCC was 58 or 1.5% of the 3793 HCC patients.
Patient characteristics of the entire study population at the time of SBM development are described in Table 1. The
proportion of patients with Child-Pugh (CP) grades B or C was 39.7%. The median time from diagnosis of HCC to
SBM was 16 months (range 0–140 months). Fifty-one patients had extensive metastatic status, which was over 85%
of the whole cohort.

Clinical Presentation of SBM
The distribution and size of the SBMs in the study are shown in Figure 1. All except four SBMs presented as
a single mass-forming like lesion. The middle cranial fossa was the most common region of metastasis, while the
anterior SBM was rare. The size of the SBM was described as the longest diameter of the tumor observed in MRI,
and tumors of 2.0–4.0 cm comprised 60% of the study population. There were six patients with a tumor size less
than 2 cm, of which only two patients showed SBM-related symptoms. All patients, except for seven, experienced
SBM-associated symptoms.

The most common symptom presentation was pain in the head and neck area (22 patients). Nausea and vomiting were
accompanied with pain in nine patients, and increased intracranial pressure induced mental change in three patients. For
cranial nerve-associated symptoms, orbital symptoms presented in 14 patients and their detailed presentation was as
follows: eight diplopia, six ptosis, and five visual impairments. The vagus nerve and hypoglossal nerve-related symptoms
were found in 13 patients, presenting as dysphagia or dysarthria often accompanied with swallowing difficulties or
tongue deviation. Other detected symptoms were auditory function impairment (five patients), facial sensory changes
(five patients), and facial pain (two patients).

Treatment
Characteristics of the treatment are shown in Table 2. Thirty-nine patients received RT, eight of whom received
a combination of systemic agents. The median interval between symptom initiation and RT was 20 days (range, 0–96).
The median radiation dose was 50.7 Gy in BED, and the most frequently used radiation dose schemes were 30 Gy in 10
fractions (BED 39 Gy) and 39 Gy in 13 fractions (BED 50.7 Gy). Fourteen patients received hypofractionated RT or
stereotactic radiosurgery with a fraction size ≥5 Gy.
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Overall Survival
The survival curves are drawn and compared according to disease extent (oligo vs extensive metastasis), liver function
(CP grade A vs CP grade B, C) and radiation dose (BED ≥ 50 Gy vs <50 Gy), which were selected as statistically
significant in Cox regression analyses.

The median overall survival for entire cohort was 2.3 months (range, 0.1–46.7) with a median follow-up period of 2.3
months after diagnosis of SBM. The overall survival differed according to metastatic burden: the median of 23.7 months
in seven patients with oligometastasis vs 1.8 months in 51 patients with extensive metastasis (Figure 2A, P<0.001). When
stratified with liver function, patients with CP grade A showed better survival outcomes than patients with CP grades
B or C (Figure 2B, median survival 4.3 months for CP grade A vs 1.0 months for CP grade B or C, P<0.001). The
survival rate according to radiation dose was significantly different; The median was 4.7 months in BED ≥ 50 Gy vs 1.6
months in BED < 50 Gy, and 1.0 month in BED 0 Gy (Figure 2C, P=0.001).

Table 1 Patient Characteristics at the Time of SBM Development

Characteristics No. of Patients (%)

Age (years) Median 59 (range, 29–84)
Sex
Male 54 (93.1)

Female 4 (6.9)
HCC etiology
B-viral 55 (94.8)

C-viral 2 (3.4)
Others 1 (1.7)

Liver cirrhosis
Yes 46 (79.3)

No 12 (20.7)

Child–Pugh grade
A 35 (60.3)

B 12 (20.7)

C 11 (19.0)
Time interval between initial HCC diagnosis and SBM (months) Median 16 (range, 0–140)

Tumor size (cm, in longest diameter) Median 3.3 (range, 1.1–7.9)

AFP (ng/mL) Median 490.5 (range, 2.58–149,211.42)
PIVKA-II (mAU/mL) Median 2000 (range, 17–75,000)

Metastatic burden
Oligometastasis (<5 lesions) 7 (12.1)
Extensive metastasis (≥5 lesions) 51 (87.9)

Status of primary liver tumor
Progressive disease 37 (63.8)
Stable disease 14 (24.1)

Partial response 1 (1.7)

Complete response 6 (10.3)
8th AJCC stage of primary tumor
T0N0 6 (10.3)

T1N0 5 (8.6)
T2N0 5 (8.6)

T3aN0 1 (1.7)

T3bN0 15 (25.9)
T4N0 0 (0)

N1 26 (44.8)

Abbreviations: SBM, skull base metastasis; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; AFP, alpha-feto protein; PIVKA-II, prothrombin-induced by vitamin
K absence or antagonist-II, AJCC; American Joint Committee on Cancer.
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In subgroup who received RT (39 patients), the median overall survival was 3.2 months (range, 0.5–46.7) with a median
follow-up period of 3.1 months. The median overall survival in six patients of oligometastasis group was 23.7 months vs 2.7
months in 33 patients of extensive metastasis group (Figure 3A, P<0.001). There were also statistical significance in overall
survival when stratified by liver function and BED. Twenty-two patients with CP grade A showed better survival outcomes
than patients with CP grades B or C with the median overall survival 4.7 months vs 1.6 months (Figure 3B, p=0.022). The
median survival was 4.7 months for BED>50 Gy group while 1.6 months for BED < 50 Gy (Figure 3C, P=0.001).

Patient groups according to metastatic burden and radiation dose in BED were compared to find any bias that could
affect survival outcomes of the patients (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2); however, there were no significant differences
(P>0.05). Treatment characteristics were well balanced between the oligo- and extensive metastasis group, and the results
are presented in Supplementary Table 3.

Response Evaluation, Symptom Palliation, and Toxicity
Follow-upMRI or CT images to evaluate the local response of SBMwere found only in 30 patients among the 39 who received
RT. Local response according to the RECIST criteria after 1 month of RT was 2 (6.7%), 8 (26.8%), 9 (30%), and 11 (36.7%)
patients with complete response, partial response, stable disease and progressive disease, respectively. Local progression-free
rates after RTwere similar between oligo and extensive metastasis groups with 66.7% and 62.5%, respectively. There was also
no significant difference in the local progression-free rates between BED ≥ 50 Gy and BED < 50 Gy groups.

Symptom palliation was achieved in 24 patients (65% of the patients who received RT). Head and neck pain was
relieved after RT in 17 patients (17/22 patients, 77.3%). Among 24 patients with cranial nerve-related symptoms, 83%
experienced symptom relief. All patients with the vagal or hypoglossal nerve-related symptoms showed partial or
complete remission of the symptoms, while three with diplopia and one with auditory function impairment were not
relieved by RT. The median time for palliation after initiation of RT was 10 days (range, 4–94 days). More than 60% of
patients (15/24 patients) experienced symptom palliation during or within 1 month of RT, while late symptom palliations
over 3 months after RT were detected in two patients.

There was no grade 3 or more RT-related toxicity. Alopecia in the radiated area was the most common sign of toxicity
(grade 1; nine patients, grade 2; three patients), and the other signs were headache (grade 1; five patients) and nausea/vomiting
(grade 1; three patients). All signs of toxicity were self-limiting, or the patients died before the toxicity disappeared.

Discussion
In this study, we investigated the clinical features and oncologic outcome in patients with SBM from HCC with the
largest number of patients ever reported. Patients presenting oligometastasis were expected to have long-term survival,
and high dose RT (BED ≥ 50 Gy) was beneficial in their survival outcome.

Figure 1 Specific location and size (range and the mean value of the longest diameter) of SBM; Anterior SBM (n=2, 2.7–3.5, 3.1 cm); Middle SBM (n=43, 1.1–5.6, 3.4 cm);
Posterior SBM (n=6, 1.9–3.4, 2.9 cm). SBM, skull base metastasis.
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Incidence of SBM in the study was 1.5% (58/3793 patients), which corresponds to previous studies.13,15,17,19,20 The
reported incidence of SBM from HCC is approximately 0.4–1.6%; however, the rates are based on the data when
accurate localization of SBM through MRI was not affordable. The finding of the middle cranial fossa as the most
frequent SBM location and anterior SBM as rare seems natural considering the skull base anatomy. Only the olfactory
nerve passes through anterior cranial fossa, while other cranial nerves pass through foramens located in middle and
posterior cranial fossa. Since a symptom-based image evaluation is the general principle for the diagnosis of SBM in
HCC, metastatic tumors at the middle and posterior fossa are found with a higher probability than tumors in anterior
regions. Furthermore, patients with an SBM lesion of 2 cm or less were more likely to be asymptomatic when compared
with patients with larger SBM. The ratio of asymptomatic SBM patients was 66.7% (4/6 patients) with 2 cm or less size
of metastasis, while the ratio was 13.6% (8/59 patients) in whole patients. Therefore, the incidence of SBM was assumed
to be higher than previously reported data when small size or anteriorly located asymptomatic metastases are considered.

Table 2 Treatment Characteristics and Response Rates

Characteristics No. of Patients

Treatment for SBM
RT alone 28

RT + Systemic agents 8

Surgery + RT 3
Systemic agent alone 5

None 14

RT modality
Conventional RT (fx size <5 Gy) 20

Hypofractionated RT or stereotactic surgery (fx size ≥5 Gy) 14
Gamma knife surgery 5

RT dose (Gy) Median 39 (range, 9–60)

RT dose in BED (Gy) Median 50.7 (range, 28–150)
Specific dose schemes (n=39)
15 Gy/1 fx (BED 37.5 Gy) 2

19 Gy/2 fx (BED 37.1 Gy) 1
20 Gy/1 fx (BED 60 Gy) 1

27 Gy/1 fx (BED 99.9 Gy) 1

24 Gy/8 fx (BED 31.2 Gy) 4
30 Gy/10 fx (BED 39 Gy) 11

39 Gy/13 fx (BED 50.7 Gy) 8

45 Gy/15 fx (BED 58.5 Gy) 1
48 Gy/12 fx (BED 67.2 Gy) 1

48 Gy/4 fx (BED 105.6 Gy) 1

50 Gy/10 fx (BED 75 Gy) 4
56 Gy/14 fx (BED 78.4 Gy) 1

60 Gy/20 fx (BED 78 Gy) 2

60 Gy/4 fx (BED 150 Gy) 1
Fraction number Median 10 (range, 1–20)

Time interval between initiation of RTand detection of SBM associated symptom (days) Median 20 (range, 0–96)

Tumor response of SBM (1 month after RT)
CR/PR/SD 19

PD 11

Local treatment for viable primary liver tumor
None 46

TACE 7

RT 5

Abbreviations: SBM, skull base metastasis; RT, radiation therapy; fx, fraction; SRS, stereotactic radiosurgery; BED, biologically effective dose; CR,
complete response; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease; PD, progressive disease, TACE; transarterial chemoembolization.
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As a rare disease entity, the effect of RT in SBM-related symptom palliation had often been analyzed with other primary
malignancies, such as breast or prostate cancer. In 2010, a Japanese group reported that stereotactic RTwith dose of 35 Gy/10
fractions for SBM was effective in cranial symptom palliation, while there was only 1 patient with HCC from among the 11
patients in total.9 A recent study dealing with SBM (or tumors with direct invasion to skull base) treated with gamma knife
surgery on a dose of 15 Gy– 24Gy/1 fraction showed effective local control rate, but there were only two patients with HCC in
analysis.20 Discrepancies of pathologic features of each malignancy made it difficult to determine whether symptoms induced
by SBM from HCC can also be relieved by RT. In our study, overall symptom palliation rates were over 60%, and cranial
nerve–related symptom palliation rates were even higher with over 80%. In our study, the reasons we consider for substantial
symptom palliation are radiosensitivity of the tumor with accurate localization of metastasis and soft tissue forming nature of
HCC bone metastasis.17,21 Prompt application of RT for SBM can decrease the size of soft tissue forming SBM, and
consequently, decompressed cranial nerves can often recover their original function. Several studies in regard to dose–
response relationship in symptom palliation of patients with bone metastasis from HCC are reported, but SBM-specific data
are nonexistent. Seong et al22 reported that BED of 43 Gy was a statistically significant cut off value for objective pain
response, and Kaizu et al23 also reported that dose–response relationship exists in pain relief. However, other studies failed to
show the correlations.24–26 In our study, it was also difficult to find out dose–response relationships in symptom palliation, as it
was achieved in some patients within the period of RT.

Figure 2 Survival analysis according to (A) the metastatic burden, (B) Child–Pugh grade, and (C) the BED. BED, biologically effective dose.

Figure 3 Subgroup survival analysis in patients who received radiation therapy according to (A) themetastatic burden, (B) Child -Pugh grade, and (C) the biologically effective dose
(BED).
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Aside from symptom palliation, there were efforts to find out dose–response relationship in patients with oligome-
tastatsis whether higher radiation dose for metastatic lesion can be beneficial in higher local control rate and prolonging
patients’ survival. In 2015, Kamran et al reported that radiation sensitivity, which is analyzed through multigene
expression model of tumor, between primary and metastatic tissues of colon cancer showed significant differences.27

The result infers that individual dose schemes are required for every single organs to control the metastatic lesion.
A recent retrospective data reported that ablative dose of >60Gy to bone metastasis from HCC resulted in prolonged
survival when patients had oligometastasis (≤5 lesions), while patients with BED ≥ 50 Gy survived longer compared to
patient groups with BED <50 Gy group in our study. Although our data need caution in interpreting the result due to
biased patient characteristics and small number of patients, the result supports that further efforts to find appropriate dose
schemes according to the metastatic lesion should be conducted in future. In our study, we conducted further analyses to
analyze whether a higher radiation dose in BED was beneficial in both oligo and extensive metastasis groups
(Supplementary Figure 1). In the extensive metastasis group, the median survival for patients with BED ≥ 50 Gy was
4.5 months, while it was 1.6 months in patients with BED < 50 Gy (Supplementary Figure 1A, P=0.055). In the
oligometastasis group, the median survival for patients with BED ≥ 50 Gy was 23.7 months, which was significantly
better when compared with BED < 50 Gy group with a median survival of 3.8 months (Supplementary Figure 1B,
P<0.001). For patients with SBM from HCC, palliation dose schemes with shorter fraction number would be appropriate
for patients with extensive metastasis, as such patients showed detrimental survival outcomes with median survival of
less than 5 months regardless of radiation dose. However, for patients with oligometastasis, application of higher
radiation dose might be an option with possibility of better local control or survival rate.

It has been thought that the rates of neurological symptoms improvement are closely associated with the length of
time to RT following the onset of symptoms. Vikram et al28 reported that RT within 1 month after the symptom onset
showed improvement in 87% of the patients, which is three times more than in those with RT 3 months or more after the
onset. However, our study may provide another opinion on cranial symptom palliation for patients whose symptoms
persisted for several weeks prior to RT. There were eight patients in total who initiated RT after 30 days or more from
symptom development. Among them, four patients showed improvement of cranial nerve symptoms such as ptosis, facial
sensory change, or facial pain, and two patients showed alleviation of pain.

One of the representative cases in our study is shown in Figure 4. The solitary SBM located in pterygoid/
infratemporal fossa was found with symptoms of left auditory pain, facial pain, and impaired visual/auditory functions.

Figure 4 Representative case of skull base metastasis from hepatocellular carcinoma and follow-up of consecutive magnetic resonance images after radiation therapy show
slow tumor response up to 40 months.
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After 60 Gy/30 fractions of RT (BED 72 Gy), SBM showed no local progression within 40 months of follow-up.
Initiation of RT was 58 days after symptom development, and facial pain decreased in the visual analog scale score from
8 to 4 after 16 days of RT (26 Gy/13 fractions). Visual and auditory impairment were partially recovered and facial pain
completely disappeared after 3 months of RT. The case represents our study in several points; SBM was located in the
middle cranial fossa with cranial nerve symptoms, long-term survival was achieved through RT with BED >50 Gy for
oligometastatic SBM, and pain and cranial nerve symptoms were successfully palliated despite a delay of RT initiation.

This study has several limitations due to its retrospective nature. First, though there were no significant differences in
patient and treatment characteristics between the oligometastasis and extensive metastasis groups, there could be a bias in
the study population that affects oncologic outcome of this study. For example, patients presenting oligometastasis
showed higher rate of CP grade A and complete response status of primary liver tumor, which could induce favorable
survival outcomes of the patients. Second, the sample sizes for the study were too small to elicit a clear effect of high
radiation dose on patients’ survival. Further multicenter researches with a larger number of patients are required to
support our data whether higher radiation doses can contribute to the prolonged survival of patients with SBM.

Conclusion
This study confirmed clinical features of SBM from HCC; frequently accompanying extensive metastasis, location and
physical characteristics of metastasis, and incidence and type of SBM-induced symptoms. Patients presenting oligome-
tastasis with less than 5 foci of viable lesions can be expected for relatively long-term survival though overall survival
was generally poor. SBM-induced symptoms including cranial nerve signs were relieved in considerable portion of
patients promptly, but dose–response relationship in local control rate and overall survival needs to be studied with larger
number of patients.
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